NATIONAL QUALITY FORUM
Pulmonary and Critical Care Project
SAMPLE BALLOT

MEASURE-BY-MEASURE

0036 Use of appropriate medications for people with asthma
I approve the measure currently specified
I disapprove the measure currently specified
I abstain from voting on this measure

0047 Asthma: Pharmacologic Therapy for Persistent Asthma
I approve the measure currently specified
I disapprove the measure currently specified
I abstain from voting on this measure

1799 Medication Management for People with Asthma (MMA)
I approve the measure currently specified
I disapprove the measure currently specified
I abstain from voting on this measure

1800 Asthma Medication Ratio (AMR)
I approve the measure currently specified
I disapprove the measure currently specified
I abstain from voting on this measure

0548 Suboptimal Asthma Control (SAC) and Absence of Controller Therapy (ACT)
I approve the measure currently specified
I disapprove the measure currently specified
I abstain from voting on this measure

0091 COPD: spirometry evaluation
I approve the measure currently specified
I disapprove the measure currently specified
I abstain from voting on this measure

0102 COPD: inhaled bronchodilator therapy
I approve the measure currently specified
I disapprove the measure currently specified
I abstain from voting on this measure
0577  Use of Spirometry Testing in the Assessment and Diagnosis of COPD
______  I approve the measure currently specified
______  I disapprove the measure currently specified
______  I abstain from voting on this measure

1825  COPD - Management of Poorly Controlled COPD
______  I approve the measure currently specified
______  I disapprove the measure currently specified
______  I abstain from voting on this measure

1893  Hospital 30-Day, All-Cause, Risk-Standardized Mortality Rate (RSMR) following Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) Hospitalization
______  I approve the measure currently specified
______  I disapprove the measure currently specified
______  I abstain from voting on this measure

0231  Pneumonia Mortality Rate (IQI #20)
______  I approve the measure currently specified
______  I disapprove the measure currently specified
______  I abstain from voting on this measure

0147  Initial antibiotic selection for community-acquired pneumonia (CAP) in immunocompetent patients
______  I approve the measure currently specified
______  I disapprove the measure currently specified
______  I abstain from voting on this measure

0096  Empiric Antibiotic for Community-Acquired Bacterial Pneumonia
______  I approve the measure currently specified
______  I disapprove the measure currently specified
______  I abstain from voting on this measure

0232  Vital Signs for Community-Acquired Bacterial Pneumonia
______  I approve the measure currently specified
______  I disapprove the measure currently specified
______  I abstain from voting on this measure

0468  Hospital 30-day, all-cause, risk-standardized mortality rate (RSMR) following pneumonia hospitalization
______  I approve the measure currently specified
______  I disapprove the measure currently specified
______  I abstain from voting on this measure
1895  Assessment of Mental Status for Community-Acquired Bacterial Pneumonia
______  I approve the measure currently specified
______  I disapprove the measure currently specified
______  I abstain from voting on this measure

0513  Thorax CT: Use of Contrast Material
______  I approve the measure currently specified
______  I disapprove the measure currently specified
______  I abstain from voting on this measure

0334  PICU Severity-adjusted Length of Stay
______  I approve the measure currently specified
______  I disapprove the measure currently specified
______  I abstain from voting on this measure

0335  PICU Unplanned Readmission Rate
______  I approve the measure currently specified
______  I disapprove the measure currently specified
______  I abstain from voting on this measure

0343  0343 PICU Standardized Mortality Ratio
______  I approve the measure currently specified
______  I disapprove the measure currently specified
______  I abstain from voting on this measure

0143*  CAC-1: Relievers for Inpatient Asthma
______  I approve the measure currently specified
______  I disapprove the measure currently specified
______  I abstain from voting on this measure

0144*  CAC-2 Systemic corticosteroids for Inpatient Asthma
______  I approve the measure currently specified
______  I disapprove the measure currently specified
______  I abstain from voting on this measure

*Recommended for reserve status